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D.P. Benjamin's epic fantasy "Stone
Bride" will soon be available as an audio
book. Elevation Press is currently
reviewing auditions from voice actors
including several from the United
Kingdom. Given the semi-medieval
setting of "Stone Bride," accents from
Great Britain, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
Australia, and New Zealand are deemed
appropriate. The availability of the audio
book on the Audible.com website will be
announced in a future newsletter. You
can follow our progress on the audio
book at our website: elevation-press-
books.com. In the meantime, the e-book
and paperback versions of "Stone Bride"
are available at the Elevation Press
online bookstore:
https://elevationpressbooks.wordpress.com/elevation-press-bookstore/
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Writing under the pen-name PK Stuart, Western Slope author and fellow 
member of Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers, Pam Chiaro, has published book 
one of her Time's End series. The book is available at this link: TREE LINE. Of 
her work, "Inside the Tree Line," the author says: 
"If you have to be the focus of a prophecy, the damn thing should give 
you a hint about how to pull it off. Ky Owen is tasked with changing the 
world he was born into by 
traveling to the distant past. 
Armed with extraordinary 
magical skills and an 
unwavering determination to 
succeed, Ky sets out on a 
journey he doesn’t quite 
understand, hoping to find the 
answers he needs. Angela 
Higgins is an investigative 
reporter with her dream job, 
but her life feels flat and 
unfulfilled. Drawn to the 
mountains of Colorado to 
investigate the disappearance of an ex-lover, she’s dreading what she will 
find. Meeting Ky, an intriguing traveler claiming to be from the future, isn’t 
what she expected, and his story isn’t one she trusts. Two people who were 
never supposed to meet. A prophecy that is murkier than most. They 
must decide whether to risk everything to save the future." 

Elevation Press Works with New Authors 
This month, our independent press is working with new authors in America and 

internationally to produce a non-fiction book about democracy and a variety of fiction 
titles, including children's books. We're excited to tackle these new projects and we'd 

love to hear from anyone who wishes to see their work in print. 
You can learn more about our services at this link: your book idea  

https://www.amazon.in/Inside-Tree-LIne-Times-Book-ebook/dp/B0C9SQ7LGS
https://form.jotform.com/231095831688061



